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Just what do you know about our land’s big Original Marxist-
Communists so highly influential in the 1800s?  Modern Americans have 
finally begun to awaken to the truth that Communism-Marxism has 
never been silenced. The Commie (Russian)-East German walls may have 
come down but that the big event was forced by us is somewhat of a 
farce because economically the Commies were in such financial peril the 
walls had to come down.  Marxism is still very much alive. It lives all 
over the world, and especially in America. (Marx’s statues are found in 
Chemnitz, Germany, Trier, Germany, Moscow, Russia Kaliningrad, 
Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic, Fuxing Park Shanghai, China, Calcutta, 
India, and in Metu, Anmkara, Turkey.  And there is even a Marx 
monument on a street corner in Freemont, Seattle! (Why haven’t the 
criminals, the rioters pulled that one down?)  The United Nations is only 
one of Marxism’s revolting products.  Never ending wars in the middle 
East are certainly a product, the Chinese Commie spread virus, another.  
 

US presidents have long known the effect of American Marxism’s 
mighty hand, smooth tongue, and deadly gun.  In 1849 our land 
experienced the arrival of thousands of its adherents whose biological 
and/or ideological descendants are still creating havoc through our 
land—horrors designed to encourage a repeat of exactly what transpired 
in 1861. America’s mightiest organizations (Council on Foreign Relations, 
Trilateral Commission, The Bilderberg Group, the International Bankers, 
the Democratic Party, the Republican Swampers, etc.) all push forward 
the goals found in Marx and Engel’s Communist Manifesto.  Just a bit of 
a reminder —Back in the days before there was such a thing as a card-
carrying Communist, Greeley was a member of Communism 
International.  His was a Communist newspaper—the most widely 
circulated weekend paper America, the NEW YORK TRIBUNE.  He 
served in the House of Representatives when Lincoln was a 
Representative.  Greeley ran for US President after paying the get out of 
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prison and torture bond for our Jeff Davis. Greeley was, as a Communist, 
a great pusher of instantaneous emancipation.  He was a firm believer in 
secession until he realized that even he would lost big bucks because of 
it—when Southern virtually tariff free or low-low stole all the foreign 
shipping trade from the New England ports.  It is most probable that 
Greeley’s entire staff of New York Tribune employees were also 
Communists.  These included Carl Marx, (Friedrich Engels aided Marx 
with translations) Charles Dana, a second generation “Socialist” ( before 
Communism word for Communism before Marx created the word 
“Communism), Dana was a Tribune foreign correspondent/co-owner 
and eventual US assistant Secretary of War.  And there was Alvin 
Bovay—he was a lawyer but was also employed somehow by Greeley. 
Together Greeley and Bovay created the Republican Party in Ripon, 
Wisconsin—the site of a defunct Greeley-Commie sponsored Commune--
one of Greeley’s fifty free love- hate the Constitution groups sponsored in 
the north. Dana also was in on much of the Commune creation— in fact, 
lived earlier in a commune- wrote a newsletter for it and also served in its 
dining hall. The Tribune was the major Communist newspaper in 
America- the most widely circulated of all newspapers. Lincoln bought 
himself and published a German newspaper— which must have had 
much Commie flavor.  The Radical,Communist Manifesto carrying 
Germans flooded into the nation— ah! Immigration is so wonderful!— 
and put Lincoln into office—even taught him all about the wonders of 
Income tax— so our land had its first such tax, thanks to honest, 
Christian Abe. (Ha!) Greeley employed Karl Marx for eleven long years 
to write articles and even editorials. Marx’s English proficiency was 
somewhat lacking—so with Marx along came the language fluency of 
Friedrich Engels. Marx was a nonentity who became significant after the 
wide distribution in America of the book of rules the European Illuminati 
bunch had him write (The Communist Manifesto).  He never stepped 
foot on US soil, but helped fill up the land with his mostly German 
followers after their failed 1848 Illuminati-Socialist organized European 
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War.  Read all about this is the Al Benson and Kennedy text, “Lincoln 
and Hist Marxists.”   

 
Even back then the Marxists dreamed and worked for the creation 

of a New World Order.l GREELEY AND BOVAY came up with the title 
for the new political party they created—the REPUBLICAN PARTY.  Its 
supposed goal was to free the proletariats (Communist word) held 
imprisoned in the South—that is to free the slaves. In reality its goal was 
to start the climb up that ladder to the New World Order wherein their 
oh so superior leaders would control all human beings- and the entire 
planet.  Somehow Greeley wasn’t a bit sympathetic or concerned about 
all the little white kids virtually imprisoned in factories in America- or 
even about their white English or Irish parents worked to death in the 
same factories where the kids were worked—but oh, how he loved the 
idea of freeing the folks his new Englanders had brought to America and 
sold South once the white endentured slaves arrived.  The Radical 
Marxists (Edwin Stanton, Senator Wade, grew to loathe Abe.  Once he 
decided he could outsmart them and take over Reconstruction—they 
bumped him off—very cleverly, of course- so the South would be 
blamed….just as the Marine Corps' Oswald was blamed for the killing of 
Kennedy ——That single inferior marksman Oswald killed magically—
— leaving one completely perfect bullet lying about on the president and 
a car so damaged the US government had to get rid of it super fast or 
folks would have learned bullets came from the front- and smashed 
through Kennedy’s brain front to back. How sad that a blood stained 
Mrs. Kennedy had to stand by a jubilant LBJ as he took the oath -
swearing, of all things, to defend the US Constitution…  

 
We’ve gotta admire the Commies for their amazingly creative use of 

propaganda.  How skillfully they thrust that into life before, during and 
after that bloody "War Not to Free the Slaves."….As for “after,” how’s 
about the success of Education’s Professor John Dewey and his PhD 
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Critical Theorists in their killing of the Constitution and the true 
Republic, fertilizing the minds of Americans so that we have all the Black 
Lives Matter commie riots of today?  They did this by converting 
America Protestant-Christian based education into the “updated 
Communism’s (Frankfurt Institute) PROGRESSIVE education.  They 
gave us good old Look Say Reading (even some of our most brilliant 
young could not master it, so hated books).  They gave us this and took 
away our phonic based sound blending of words, gave us manuscript 
handwriting rather than cursive in which a kid did not have to decide 
which side the stick the ball went on for letters b and d…and could tell 
when a word ended because the pencil was not removed from the page 
until then.— Ah, yes-- the Dewey gangsters successfully instigated the 
dumbing down-down-down of the developing brains in America’s kids? 
—And that means actually retarding the brain’s cognitive functioning. 
This is really an ongoing thing today- and the reason thousands upon 
thousands of kids can’t read, write, spell, do much math, think logically, 
or creatively, but they can yell at the high school and college levels that 
the Constitution should be destroyed,speech must never be free, blacks 
are horrifically discriminated against—their life in America is worse than 
it is anywhere else in the world including Africa—all people are equally 
smart — anyone who simply tries hard enough can do anything- brain 
surgery or sing opera—all folks are equally entitled to everything.  There 
definitely should be same sex marriages and penisectomies or other 
dingle-dangle operations- - tax paid for—performed on thousands of 
little boys, after teachers talk the boys into them, of course.  And white 
men are bad, bad, down to the bone bad.  Black or brown men are gods—
well, actually their women are the gods.  The men merely provide great 
sex partners. Hurrah for Women’s lib and for skillfully speaking, rich 
black guys who look good on tv. and lead parades well. And hurrah for 
all the “marvy” white writers who write the wonderful words that pour 
forth from some of those black mouths.  And hurrah for readers able to 
detect satire and sarcasm when they read it or hear it.   
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The educators in academia today are Masters of lie creations— 
masters at propagandizing them— everything from the illegal changing 
of the requirements for the office of US President to the you’ll be fired 
from your job as a Texas elementary school teacher if you dare tell your 
little pupils that the so-called Civil War not only wasn’t a Civil War, it 
was not even a war to free the slaves…and that there is plenty of legal 
proof that slavery wasn’t even mentioned by the government of the US 
until the middle of their war when the north was losing!  Lincoln’s first 
Inaugual speech offers some of that very proof.  THE US HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES EVEN PASSED A BILL IN 1861 DECLARING THE 
WAR WAS NOT TO FREE THE SLAVES.  

 
 Lincoln’s Republican Party 1860 Platform on which he ran in 61- 

contained no requirements that slaves must be freed, but much about the 
necessity for passing new South killing tariff.  When the South in 1861 
opened its low tariff/virtually tariff free ports, Yankee men walked 
aimlessly looking for work in Northern cities.  An economic depression 
crushed the north. Historians, somehow, have neglected to report this. 
(One can only wonder why.)  And then Horace Greeley changed his tune; 
the el supremo, Marxist -Unitarian inspired New Englanders, themselves, 
who on at least two occasions had begun seceding, suddenly decided 
secession was treason.  
 


